How Sue does her Cribs
I use DK for the 8-9ins cribs and aran gives around
10 to 12ins.
I use a 4.50mm hook for the DK and a 5mm for the
Aran.
Obviously it varies according to your tension and
the yarn.
I do find I can get away with some of the budget
yarns for the crib body as its going to be lined and it
gives a bit more texture than the ultra-soft baby
yarns.
I do a basic oval base using 15ch and increasing at the ends. The increases are the same
for most oval baskets with the length of the chain varying to give the size and width. Too
long a central chain will give a skinny basket!
I think I do around 5 rounds and I end up with 92 stitches if thats any guide.
Once I have the base done I cut the stiffener for the mattress. I have tried all sorts and
eventually settled on laminate sheets. I get the 125mic and put them through the laminator
empty so that I end up with a stiff, clear plastic. I simply put the base on the sheet and pin
it down as though I am blocking it out. A bit of judicious placing will let you get some strips
out of the sheet as well for the sides. :-)
Once its secured go round with a pin and make sure you have marked the edges and then
un pin it. You will have a line of holes that you can cut round. I don't cover the base at this
stage as you made need to trim it up a bit for a good fit.
For the sides I work the first round in trebles (UK) and work into the back loop only.
For subsequent rounds I vary the pattern but its basically a basket stitch working alternate
front and back post trebles.
This gives a nice firm fabric.
I work the number of rows by eye.
When I'm happy with the length of the side I finish off and return to the unworked loops on
the base and do a round of crab stitch to make a decorative rim that also stabilises the
way the crib stands. I then move to the inside of the basket and work the lining. I join onto
the post of the first stitch at the bottom of the side. I continue to work in trebles right the
way round.
Subsequent rounds are just worked normally into the top of the stitch until the lining
matches the height of the side.

At this point I insert the side support. Again, I use laminate.
I've tried buckram, card, Vylene etc but they all tend to crease and stay creased if the crib
is crushed. That is highly likely given that its going through the post twice!
I have a ruler that is exactly the right width so I just cut batches of strips from the trimmings
left after I've cut the bases. I glue them into suitable lengths (doesn't have to be exact) and
fasten them with paper clips until they are dry.
At this point I should warn you to round off the corners of the strips the pointy corners are
very sharp. As well as the danger to your fingers and the possibility of it going through the
fabric, it also makes it far easier to thread the strip if the ends are rounded off.
I simply DC the side and the liner together at the top to form a casing. When I get about
halfway round I thread in the plastic and continue to close the top.
Any surplus strip can be pushed inside so that it allows a slight amount of adjustment once
the strip is fully enclosed.
The top can be finished to suit your mood.
Sometimes I do a row of eyelets for ribbon,
sometimes I just go for crab stitch or a picot/
mini shell and then add lace or some other sort
of decorative strip.
You can also check your base for fit now
before you pad it and cover it.
Hope this helps, Sue

